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Introduction
The Mission Planning and Sequencing (MPS) element of Multi-Mission Ground System and Services
(MGSS) provides space missions with multi-purpose software to plan spacecraft activities, sequence
spacecraft commands, and then integrate these products and execute them on spacecraft. Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) is currently is flying many missions. The processes for building, integrating, and testing the
multi-mission uplink software need to be improved to meet the needs of the missions and the operations
teams that command the spacecraft. The Multi-Mission Sequencing Team is responsible for collecting and
processing the observations, experiments and engineering activities that are to be performed on a selected
spacecraft. The collection of these activities is called a sequence and ultimately a sequence becomes a
sequence of spacecraft commands. The operations teams check the sequence to make sure that no
constraints are violated.
The workflow process involves sending a program start command, which activates the Automatic Sequence
Processor (ASP). The ASP is currently a file-based system that is comprised of scripts written in perl, cshell and awk. Once this start process is complete, the system checks for errors and aborts if there are any;
otherwise the system converts the commands to binary, and then sends the resultant information to be
radiated to the spacecraft.

Background
There are commands that are guaranteed not to harm the spacecraft. These commands are called Non
Interactive Commands (NICs) and may be processed automatically without intervention by an operations
team member. These NICs are typically payload commands, which are tested within the ASP to make sure
that they do not cause difficulty for the spacecraft.
The ASP is currently a file-based system that is comprised of scripts written in perl, c-shell and awk. Within
the ASP, scripts are referred to by other scripts and this process can become cumbersome when trying to
trace individual script dependencies. It can become even more difficult when trying to augment the current
ASP with a script for a new mission. It is for these reasons that a revitalization of the ASP is being
considered. The revitalization will consider a timeline-based ASP system database instead of the current
file-based ASP system database. To initiate this process, more must be known about the current system.

Objectives
The task is to identify the nature and purpose of all the existing scripts and to identify additional scripts that
are needed. Throughout the task, the findings are to be documented. Part of the project task involves
becoming acquainted with operations personnel to learn their needs regarding these scripts. The implicit
task is to become familiar with c-shell and perl scripting, as well as the ASP process (Figure 1). The
purpose of each script is being determined in order to define the preliminary requirements for a possible
replacement of the file-based system with a timeline-based system.
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Figuree 1. ASP processs

In adddition to determining the purpoose of the varioous scripts, it iss necessary to determine relaationship of thee
scriptss to each other. There are sccript files that arre not always uused, and the ppossibility of coombining thesee
types of scripts can be
b assessed with
w better documentation. In order to be useeful, the scriptss need
docum
mentation regarrding their resppective inputs and
a outputs, a ffunctional desccription, the scrript file type,
and anny dependencies it has with other
o
scripts. With
W better doccumentation of the scripts, thee requirements
for a new
n tool can bee defined and redundancy
r
elim
minated.

Apprroach
Initiallyy, the task conssisted of an annalysis of the ASP system arcchitecture. Thiss analysis was necessary in
order to
t gain familiarrity with how the scripts were interrelated onn a high level. Originally, a foolder of scripts
pertainning to the ASP
P was retrievedd. Within this foolder, there weere several hunndred scripts. Each one was
used during
d
the entirre ASP processs; some were related
r
to one aanother; some were not. Thee ASP consistss
of a seet of “inner” AS
SP scripts and a “wrapper” AS
SP that calls thee inner scripts.. After becominng familiar withh
the AS
SP and its overrall functionalityy, the scripts were
w divided intoo wrapper ASP
P scripts and innner ASP
scriptss. The inner AS
SP scripts weree the main focuus for this projeect so it was thheir informationn that was
docum
mented.
Each script
s
contains information, exxplicit within the individual linees of code, whhich establishess a dependenccy
with otther scripts. Thhis dependenccy was used in order to determ
mine which scrripts called otheer scripts. For
the puurposes of this analysis, any non-commente
n
d line of code ccontaining a different script’s name was
considdered a call to that
t script. Once a list was crreated, it becam
me apparent thhat a visual reppresentation of
the rellationships amoong the scriptss was necessarry to gain moree obvious and m
meaningful insiight into these
relationships.
p
to perfform this task hhas been creatted. This
Becauuse of the tedioous nature of thhis process, a program
prograam has the cappability to deterrmine which scrript(s) are referrenced by a givven script, and which other
scriptss reference thiss given script. This task is accomplished byy, first, reading the given scrippt’s
uncom
mmented lines, and then looking for known script
s
names w
within this scriptt. This informaation is stored
alphabbetically in a daata structure, and
a then outputt to a comma-sseparated file (ccsv), formattedd in a manner
that is easily readable, with colors as
a a means to quickly separaate and group innformation (Figgure 2).
Knowledge of which script(s) call thhe file is accom
mplished by com
mparing inform
mation gatheredd from the scrippt
calls and
a collecting thhe names of thhose script(s) thhat call the giveen script. Thiss information is also stored in a
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separaate data structuure, and outputt to a separate csv file, wheree it is formattedd using the sam
me format as thhe
first.

Figurre 2: Spreadsheett used to store sccript informationn

In adddition to script mapping
m
in csv files, the progrram also produuces call trees of each file, seeen in Figures 3
& 4. The
T call trees serve
s
as a way of visually reprresenting the rrelationships am
mong the scrippts; some call
trees are
a very complex (Figure 3); some
s
are not (Figure 4). Thee call trees reprresent the pathh that one would
encounter if followingg all branches starting
s
with the main script. The approachh to this task waas to create a
data structure that coontained complete information about script rrelations, and tthen use that innformation to
createe branches for the
t call trees. The task to creeate the call treees has also included the neeed to find
softwaare capable of creating
c
the vissuals for call treees. Once sofftware was founnd, a subroutinne was created
that would build the necessary
n
filess for the call treees during the rrelationship invvestigation. Theese call trees
were then
t
saved in portable
p
docum
ment format (pdf) files.
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Figure 3: Calll tree for store_fi le script

Figure 4: Call treee for dom_interrface script

The prrogram was alsso created to quickly determinne the script filee types. That is, whether a sscript was a perl,
c-shell, shell or awk file
f (the main fiiles of the inner ASP). This taask was accom
mplished by havving the
prograam analyze how
w the script waas initialized; the initialization oof the script coontains implicit information
about the type of file it is.

Resu
ults
The annalysis of the current
c
file-baseed ASP system
m led to a greatter appreciationn of the compleexity of the
ASP. All script relationships are noow known, and the system arcchitecture has also been mappped. This
accom
mplishes the tassk to investigatte and document the inner AS
SP script set.
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In addition, the program written to automatically retrieve information related to the scripts is stored on a
server, accessible to those who need it. The algorithms in the code provide a way to sort out the difference
between commented lines of code and lines of code that are executed. This is the result of the need to
avoid misinformation about which lines contain script calls and which simply contain information about
another script.
Due to the robust nature of the program developed, the capabilities can be extended to include relationships
outside the inner ASP. The extended capabilities will further assist in the development of a revitalization of
the current file-based ASP system.
The analysis also resulted in the creation of a document containing all of this information in the same place.
This document can allow the user to quickly determine key information about a script and its behavior,
saving time and resources. The creation of the visual call trees further facilitates the user.
Overall, the research performed this summer on the ASP will assist in establishing a requirements set for
the revitalization process. It provides the information necessary to determine impact to both operations term
members and software engineers.

Discussion
The analysis performed on the Automatic Sequence Processor (ASP) ultimately led to a greater
understanding of how the inner ASP scripts relate to each other. This new understanding provides greater
knowledge in general and for the requirements of the ASP that are needed for the revitalization. It was
known that the ASP was a complex structure of scripts, but the extent of complication was previously
unknown. The results from this analysis give insight into, and provide a map of, the depth of this complexity.
Initially, the program created for this analysis was meant only to supplement the manual work of searching
through scripts. However, as the script became more robust, it became apparent that the program could be
used as a means of searching in-and-of itself. The program was also never intended to create call trees
and store information – this was an additional feature added due to discovery of software capable of
supplementing and enhancing the program.

Conclusion
Due to the research of the ASP performed over the summer, the system architecture is known and mapped.
A complete list of inner ASP script inputs and outputs has been created, along with their respective file type
and functional description. A call tree graphically representing script dependencies has been created for
each script.
In addition, a program has been created that allows software engineers to determine information regarding
the dependencies of a given script. In the future, adding capabilities and increasing usability to extend
beyond ASP script files could bolster the program.
At the beginning of the summer, a folder with 363 scripts was the original set of scripts to be analyzed. Out
of these 363, 134 were identified as inner ASP scripts, and the remaining were considered wrapper ASP
scripts. Because of this research, the inner ASP is now a well-documented system. This effort allows
software engineers working in MPS to assess the revitalization with a greater in-depth knowledge of how the
ASP is organized. It will also allow MPS personnel to determine the path of NICs.
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